In article the problem of irrationally organized massive shabby, including emergency quarters on the example of St. Petersburg reveals. The goal of research: to offer a method of development (renovation) of urban areas by construction of quarters from exclusively high-rise buildings. Because of building of high-rise objects, considered quarters can assume more modern air, increase in the housing areas by 10 times not less in comparison with the previous indicators of this territory, the improved infrastructure of the area, and as a result, emergence of new workplaces. Authors made the analysis of economic indicators of the investment project. The minimum term, for which saved-up income exceeds initial investments (a project payback period) made 2.3 years. The analysis of risks is presented in this article
Introduction
Creation of living conditions, which meeting requirements of Russian society of the XXI century has to be one of the priority directions of social and economic policy of the State. In article the problem of irrationally organized massive shabby, including emergency quarters on the example of St. Petersburg reveals. The main attention in article is focused on a way of renovation of quarters by demolition of outdated buildings and constructions and construction on their place of the high-rise units combining modern requirements to quality of inhabited massifs, infrastructures, production and other capacities. High-rise construction is meant as construction of buildings and structures more than 100 meters. The functional thought-over high-rise buildings concentrate in themselves the high density of infrastructure, or for example, housing stock, releasing a useful area of city lands within the existing megalopolis borders.
There are 18 districts including "painful" quarters at the beginning of 2015 in St. Petersburg, which area makes about 1439 sq.km.
At the first stage of selection of the suitable district for research areas in which according to Highrise regulations it isn't allowed to create high-rise buildings (table 1) were excluded. On the basis of the analysis of the offered way of renovation of quarters an attempt is made is shown that the method will allow enabling the realization more effectively:
1. Social needs of the population of considered quarters for educational and entertaining resources, sports resources, medical resources, thereby having created the new centers of social and economic development of St. Petersburg.
2. Commercial requirements, by growth of appeal of peripheral territories to placement of industrial and public and business high-rise complexes, and also ensuring high-rise profitability of investments owing to uniqueness of objects.
3. The budgetary requirements -creation of new workplaces and sources of replenishment of the local budget at the expense of taxes [1] .
Goals and objectives
Object of research is the extensive method of renovation [2] of the residential quarter by demolition of shabby housing and construction of high-rise buildings in the freed territory.
Subject of research is the assessment of efficiency of carrying out renovation by an extensive method.
The goal of research: to offer a method of development (renovation) of urban areas by construction of quarters from exclusively high-rise buildings.
Objectives:
x research of problems of reproduction of the dwelling and analysis of a condition of housing stock,
x drawing up an economic assessment before renovation of quarter and after, x identification and analysis of financial and non-financial forms of the state (municipal) participation in process of renovation of housing stock. Scientific novelty of work comes to light in use only of high-rise unique buildings and constructions in a method of development (renovation). Many realized projects of renovation it is possible to note in such countries as Germany, Poland, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Romania, France and England. Development of projects of renovation of a housing estate happens due to reconstruction of houses or due to partial or full demolition of buildings and construction new. The significant role at their realization is played by public opinion of researches, public hearings, presentations of projects are conducted. Also through mass media it is told residents about the course of works.
Materials and Methods
Building of quarters can be both multifunctional, and single-function.
The only example of single-function high-rise office building in the city Frankfurt am Main onefunctionality is determined by historically developed city role as all-European financial center. Today in the city offices of 400 largest banks are concentrated. According to the general function their compact placement in the uniform business high-rise downtown could be represented expedient.
Successfully projects in Paris are "The Front of Seine", and then a multipurpose complex La Défense on the western suburb of the city which replaced invaluable chaotic suburban building (Nanterre, Pyuto, Kurbevua). Building of the area La Défense became the largest and effective example of realization of the European principles of the integrated urbanism. Multifunctional building provided the round-the-clock bright rich life of the area. Concentration of high-rise office building on the suburb of the city relieved historical central building of Paris of inevitable reconstruction at placement in it new office objects and brought economic revival: in offices of La Défense about 80% of agreements and transactions in economy of France are annually concluded.
Large-scale town-planning reconstruction of an outdated industrial zone of the city was in London. There are an area of docks (Doklend) stretched on both coast of the Thames on more than 10 km to the east from the Tower was made. The State investments were pulled for this project and then investments of private investors for which the government planned essential tax privileges and big state subsidies for 10-year term went. The concept of reconstruction provided creation of a multipurpose urban environment with office center, various cultural and manufacturing enterprises, housing estate for people with various income, schools, medical and other institutions of infrastructure, parks which are arranged well by foot embankments, reservoirs and their coast. The first built in 1991 at that time the highest in Europe tower office Kanari-Verf (height of 245 m). Here it is supposed to build not less than 104 thousand new dwellings and to provide to 249 thousand new workplaces till 2016.
Russian builders can adopt practical experience of consecutive concentration of forces on the extremely limited number of sites from the European builders, as, for example, La Défense in Paris or Doklend in London, and also ensuring complexity of building at the expense of a combination of objects of a different functional purpose in buildings which space-planning decision most harmoniously answers its function that means creation of multifunctional skyscrapers, and also combination in construction of different buildings of different function [24].
Concept of renovation of housing stock, justification of a choice of renovation method
Renovation of housing stock -is a process of replacement and restoration of the elements of housing stock (residential buildings and their parts) which left as a result of functional and physical wear with new elements or objects [2] .
Renovation of housing stock is a cyclic process including generally sequence of transformations of housing renovation methods, which are a new construction, overhaul, modernization, restoration and reconstruction, demolition of residential buildings and construction of new objects [2] . The last way is considered in this article, and it is carried out by means of wrecking of the existing building and repeated construction of buildings on the released land plots.
The author of the thesis Khokhlov, O.B [2] specified in the research that among different ways of renovation demolition and new construction is the most perspective method (table 2). Secondary building of the territory by high-rise buildings is a convenient way of renovation of quarter by means of which conditions of accommodation of the population improve, the quantity of shabby housing in the area decreases, there are large volumes of new inhabited space, and, therefore, and security of the population with housing increases, the infrastructure and improvement of the territory improves. Thus it isn't required development of new territories, because the site of building remains within the available borders [3] . Authors of this article made an attempt to consider a possibility of renovation of the quarter which is situated in Nevskiy district in the territory limited to streets Karavayevsky and Teplovoznoy, Slepushkin and Skachkov's lanes and makes 141129.6 sq.m (see fig. 1 ). The distance to historic center is 18.7 m. The maximum background height is 110 m on the considered territory. There are 25 houses are situated now in the territory of the quarter.
Zone is inhabited for middle-and multi-storey multi-flats houses located out of the territory of historically developed districts of St. Petersburg's center with inclusion of objects of welfare and household appointment. Quarter borders from Karavayevskaya st. on a fire brigade. All houses, which are situated in the territory of this quarter (see fig. 2 , table 3), were made in accordance with project of Series 1-528KP. Usually, people calls such houses "Brezhnevky". A brick series 1-528KP, actively was under construction in suburbs in Leningrad. There are exist more than two tens modifications of different number of storey from two to five, and also quantity of front doors from two to eight in the nomenclature. Features of these houses are qualitative parquet, panel framed doors and well-adjusted window frames. There are enough high ceilings (2.5 m), small kitchens and halls, existence of several adjacent rooms [4] [5] .
General characteristics of a Series 1-528KP are:
x houses are made from bricks, x there are about 2-5 storeys, x height of premises is 250 cm x the number of rooms are 1.2, and 3 room in a one flat, x it usually makes with local building materials, x years of construction are 1959-1975. x cities of distribution are St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod Novgorod [22] . Table 3 .
General analysis of infrastructure of the district 
Sequence of implementation of renovation
Participation of the State in renovation, research of the processes, which are connected with resettlement of residents. It is supposed that responsibility for demolition of available buildings, cleaning of the territory of construction garbage and sale of a site are assumed by the state. Therefore, the municipality of the area "prepares" a site for sale and enables its realization at auction specifically for construction of a new residential building.
Possible ways of resettlement of residents at demolition of a residential building are shown in table 4. Table 4 . Ways of resettlement of residents at demolition of a residential building is possible in… 1. …in the new housing acquired in primary market, also in the territory of Nevskiy district 2. …in the housing acquired in the secondary market, also in the territory of Nevsky district 3. …in the new housing constructed on a place of demolished objects
Authors choose the third way in this article, because it allows to make: 1. often renovation for many inhabitants is a social stress, citizens could get used to a residence and have difficulties with process of resettlement on a constant basis, 2. use the aspect of quality improvement of inhabited environment for residents, who live in "Brezhnevka" for confirmation of effectiveness of considered method of renovation allocating.
This way has additional difficulty, which is the need of providing residents with the lodging. Authors of the thesis [2] claim that nevertheless "even with a growth of average security with housing, the share of the people having housing of "low" quality doesn't decrease". Really, such problem has a wide circulation in the territory of St. Petersburg, but by sight authors of this article can be found the ways allowing "to go to a meeting" to the population, having reduced housing cost, for example, by means of cooperation of government bodies and commercial banks to present the most favorable conditions for receiving a mortgage in the new building, for example, to young families [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Thus, it is necessary to move temporarily previously before dismantle of buildings for the residents living in the territory of the quarter captured by renovation processes.
Let renovation of the I-IV buildings 41 on Karavayevskaya st. will become the first step. Therefore, it will be required to settle in removable housing of 400 families (100 families live in each house). And here, the first difficulties connected with requirement of receiving at the initial stage of rather large volume of investments are possible. By authors of article it was calculated that as of January, 2015 the total amount allocated for temporary resettlement of residents for 3 years (for estimated time of duration of construction of the new high-rise building), has to make about 3,5 billion rubles in case of moving on leased squares. It is important to note that in case of moving on the squares relating to the state funds of reserve housing, the sum considerably will decrease depending on reduction of a rent [10] [11] [12] .
According to Russian Housing Codes the maintenance responsibility and repair of residential buildings of the privatized areas lies on owners of housing. But it is impossible to carry out renovation, because in a year on routine maintenance and overhaul repairs residents of four cases of the forty first house pay in the sum about 50000 rubles. These means will be enough only for payment of cargo transport for implementation of transportation of personal belongings of residents of three of four houses on a temporary residence for comparison [13] [14] [15] .
Participation of commercial subjects of renovation
The project of renovation of quarter, first of all, is the investment project, where can be used by investors not only the State sources of financing, but also sources from other subjects of the market relations, in other words, non-budgetary sources.
Thus, who can invest in renovation of the considered quarter?
x the population, due to accumulative effect from monthly payment under the article "capital repairs", x commercial subjects, at the expense of an investment of own and borrowed funds, for example, the bank credits.
x public funds, for example, budgetary funds and means of trust off-budget funds [16] .
Results and Discussion

Efficiency of the project of renovation by construction on a place of demolished buildings of high-rise buildings
Economic effect demonstrates the difference between results of economic activity (for example, a product in value terms) and the expenses made for their receiving and use. The project of renovation of quarter, as it has already written in paragraph 3, is investment project and consequently it is necessary to prove to investors that the project investment and attractive therefore it is necessary to calculate efficiency of implementation of the project [19] [20] [21] .
Let from 25 available in the territory of the considered quarter of 4 buildings (41, I-IV parts) will be accepted as the first step (table 5) . Construction of one high-rise building is planned in the territory of these buildings. It is possible to consider social and economic efficiency of such project on this example [17] [18] . Note: * Physical deterioration is accepted conditionally for calculation, isn't the valid wear of the considered building ** The average cost of rent of cubic meter of housing without utilities is accepted. Before an assessment of efficiency it is necessary to define what finantial streams will be considered in calculations [2] . The interval of time of investment into the project is T = 3 years, it was accepted as the horizon of an assessment of financial streams (table 6, table 7, table 8 ). The cost of construction 15 680 000 000.00
built-up area 16000
The cost of land 1m2 15 000.00
Value of the land 240 000 000.00
Design and operation izyskat 3% of the cost of building. 0.03 470 400 000.00
Field supervision of 0.2% 0.002 31 360 000.00
Technical supervision 0.1% 0.001 15 680 000.00
Non-investment costs costs 2% of the value 0.02 313 600 000.00
The total cost total 16 751 040 000.00
The Figure 3 Factors of economic risk are change in discount rate Е=18%, change in discount rate Е=20%, errors in budgeting and appreciation of resources.
Factors of technological risk are errors in project documentation, violation of technology of performance construction installation works, low professional level and violation of the schedule diagram of performance of installation and construction works.( Results are seen in Table 8 .1, 9, 10) 
